A New Creation Theory

1 Everything is Based on Quantum Mechanics

This reflects the nature of God [As Trinity/Unity at one and same time]  
Allows Mind/body interaction [Spirit/matter interface]  
Allows formation of matter [Sustained by His Word-Hebrews]

2 Everything decays to death [2nd Law of Thermodynamics]

Purpose of God -creation not to last forever  
[Heaven and Earth will pass away but My Words will never pass away-Jesus]  
Everywhere in living things engines are needed to harness energy to reverse the 2nd Law locally  
Note: Time is created, not eternal. Relativity shows time to depend on the existence of space. God lives outside of time, in Eternity where there is no decay or death

3 Information is a reality just as is matter and energy.

Information must come from a Mind the Divine Mind  
Informs the machinery that creates everything that is made inside cells [The Spirit of God hovered over the face of the waters-Genesis]

4 Everything eats everything else

Reflects the self sacrifice of the suffering self sacrificing God Who gave His life that we may live

5 Death of Humans resulting from sin

The alternative would have been translation [E.g Enoch, Elijah]  
Compare the Resurrection of Jesus. Because He was sinless death could not hold Him and He “translated” into His Resurrection body similar to ours but different and deathless

6 Disease and Misfortune result of the Curse in the Garden of Eden

God said Cursed is the ground because of you [Adam]  
God could have intervened to prevent disease and misfortune but has chosen not to [See Bible where God says he will prevent disease and misfortune to Israel if they obey Him]

7 Evolution

God works in other areas by a process [the Universe, the development of revelation in the Bible]  
It seems that some form of evolution is required to produce an integrated functioning Biosphere [Let the Earth bring forth-Genesis]
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